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Measure 2 – Satisfaction of Employers and Stakeholder Involvement (R4.2, R5.3) 

 

Evidence of employer satisfaction and stakeholder involvement is presented in two sections: 

 

1. Employer Satisfaction Survey Results 

2. Examples of Stakeholder Involvement 

 

 

Employer Satisfaction Survey 
 

Our employer survey is administered each year in May to P-12 school principals of our 
program completers (who graduated two years prior and for whom we are able to obtain 
current employment data). This is one of four surveys (employer, alumnx, mentor, and 
exit) that include similar items so that we can make comparisons across instruments.  
 
These surveys each ask about the degree to which completers have foundational 
knowledge and skills to promote P-12 student learning growth. All 2021 survey 
respondents identify as non-Hispanic or Latino and White. We report results 
categorically based on the percentages of responses in each category e.g., “somewhat 
agree/prepared” or “strongly agree/prepared” (see table below).  
 
Survey results demonstrate employers are generally very satisfied with our 
completers’ preparation. On the 2021 survey, we met or exceeded our benchmark 
of 80% of respondents selecting “somewhat agree/prepared” or “strongly 
agree/well prepared” on all 27 items. 
 
These results correspond with our findings in Measure 1 – that our alumnx are overall 
effectively applying learning from their preparation programs and positively impacting 
student learning growth. Based on past survey results, The Education Department has 
identified four focus areas for program improvement (AFI). These areas are consistent 
with challenges in educator preparation across the US. These AFIs are shown in orange 
on the chart below. We are encouraged that we have been above benchmark on all 
these items for three consecutive years, and we will continue to strengthen our focus on 
diversity, equity, inclusion, and justice.  
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(Survey Results Continue on Next Page) 

(Survey Results Continued from previous page) 
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Examples of Stakeholder Involvement – AY 2020 – 2021 

 
Our Department of Education believes that strong partnerships with P-12 school 
systems are critical in preparing future educators and require mutual and reciprocal 
relations. The following are examples of some of the ways we partnered with P-12 
school systems in academic year 2020-2021: 
 

• Collaboration with field sites on Mentor Teacher Selection 

• Partnership MOUs  

• Principal Distribution of the Vermont Educator Preparation Survey 

• New Partner Survey Results – Experimental Remote Field Placement Fall 2020 
 
Mentor Teacher Selection 
 

Our Director of Community Collaboration and Director of Educator Licensure work 
closely with Vermont principals to match candidates with mentor teachers for student 
teaching internship placements. Selection criteria include three or more years of 
teaching experience, endorsement that aligns with candidate licensure area, exemplary 
professional dispositions, and strong mentoring skills. Principal knowledge and 
supervision of potential mentor teachers, especially teachers who have not 
previously served as mentors, is very important in our selection process. In 
addition to meeting individually with school principals, the Director of Community 
Collaboration is in regular communication with the principals (via phone, email, and 
video conference) to monitor existing placements and secure new placements. Student 
evaluations of placements are kept and reviewed for future placements, demographics 
and DEIJ relevant indicators are also considered in selection and retention.  
 
Partnership Memorandum of Understanding  
 

The University of Vermont enters into a formal agreement with every school system 
where are candidates learn through “field experiences” (i.e., practica and student 
teaching). The Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) clearly states the responsibilities 
of the university and of the partner site. These responsibilities include sharing of 
information to support candidate development of critical skills and professional 
dispositions. Our current MOU template is valid from July 2021 – June 2024. 
 
Principal Distribution of the Vermont Educator Preparation Survey 
 

In addition to collaborating with us on field placements, we partner with our P-12 
stakeholders to collect and disseminate information. One example of this is our Spring 
2021 Vermont Educator Preparation Survey. In order to reach as many Vermont 
teachers as possible, many principals worked with us to distribute the survey link to their 
faculty. In turn, we have the made the full survey report available on our website. 
 
 
 
 

https://uvmoffice-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/sratmeye_uvm_edu/EULxn97sH_9EjBQPnSkyIOcBVHA4__b2Goh1aBM-AZpxSg?e=98KYgS
https://www.uvm.edu/sites/default/files/College-of-Education-and-Social-Services/CAEP/2021/SIP_Survey_Report_Final.pdf
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New Partner Survey Results – Experimental Remote Field Placement Fall 2020 
 

We also invite our P-12 partners to reflect with us on what is working well and how we 
can improve educator preparation experiences for both candidates and mentor 
teachers. The shift in fall 2020 to more remote instruction (due to the Covid pandemic) 
by both P-12 schools and the University of Vermont was an opportunity to develop a 
new partnership for candidate practicum experiences with a supervisory union 
geographically distant from our campus. Working closely with administrators, we placed 
94 elementary education candidates with 30 mentor teachers. The experiences and 
interactions were virtual. Results of a survey of these mentor teachers and candidates 
at the end of the fall semester indicate most felt this pilot experience was valuable, and 
also that learning how to mentor in a virtual setting during a pandemic was challenging. 
Our Director of Community Collaboration led a discussion of the survey results and next 
steps with school leaders and department faculty. One of the slides used to share the 
survey results is included below. Feedback from this new collaboration helped us check 
our assumptions about the clarity of communications around expectations for university 
supervisors and field-based mentors and will be used as we develop a new mentor 
training webinar. 
  

Partial Results of Fall 2020 Survey – Experimental Remote Field Placement 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 


